[Experimental study on the impact of urban inhalable particles on allergic rhinitis of rats].
In order to study the effect of inhalable particles on provocation of rat allergic rhinitis model and its possible mechanism. After basic sensitizing the experimental rats with OVA by intraperitoneal injection, three groups were provocated by solo OVA, PM10+OVA and solo PM10 through nasal cavity respectively. The control group was sensitized by NS instead of OVA, and then provocated by NS as the method of experimental groups. The symptoms of rat during the provocation were observed and recorded. Then, the rats were sacrificed 24 hours after the last provocation, and the expression of IL-4 in nasal mucosa were detected by immunohistochemical method. The groups of OVA and PM10+OVA both had provocated the obvious symptoms of allergic rhinitis, while the groups of PM10 and NS had the symptoms of scratching nose occasionally. By statistical analysis of the amount of IL-4 positive cells, there were significant differences between each experimental group and NS group, and there was significant difference between three experimental groups. The amount of IL-4 positive cells in PM10+OVA group was obviously higher than that in other groups. In the period of provocation the rat allergic rhinitis, the inhalable particles play a synergic role with allergen, and it can aggravate the symptoms of allergic rhinitis.